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ABSTRACT
Active-adaptive system of electric power system (EPS) modes control, using its ideal
(“economic”) mode is suggested. The process of optimal control is constructed in
such a manner that EPS current mode by means of control facilities approaches to
“economic” mode. Direction, change of EPS current mode parameters are realized
for its improvement and they are determined according to the least action principle
(LAP). System of automatic control performs optimization actions in the direction, set
by LAP, changing parameters of regulation facilities and controlls limitations of EPS
mode parameters.
Keywords: electric power system, electric energy losses, mode optimization, automatic control system, least action principle.

INTRODUCTION
Electric power systems (EPS) by their nature
are inhomogeneous and this characteristic feature
always leads to additional losses of electric energy in the process of its transport and distribution.
Availability of the existing mechanism of feedback, due to which self regulation of the system
occurs, cannot provide the most profitable mode,
from the point of minimal losses of electric energy and its quality. Minimizing these losses, i.e.
move from natural state of EPS to optimal one, is
possible only by applying forced actions. There
appears the problem of necessity to change the
path of EPS states in accordance with its load
change. Does this require evaluating the extent to
which it is possible and expedient to improve EPS
mode, taking into account the limitations of mode
parameters [10, 11].
Solution to the problem of EPS current
modes approaching to optimal ones with lower
losses of electric energy is realized, applying

various numerical methods of linear and nonlinear programming [1, 2, 7, 8, 9]. Their efficiency
is different but their common drawback is that
they provide partial solutions, which are difficult
to generalize in the laws of optimal control of
EPS mode and develop corresponding system of
automatic control. The paper suggests the system of adaptive optimal control of EPS normal
modes using least action principle in the form of
Hamilton principle.

PROBLEM OF OPTIMAL COTNROL OF
ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEM OPERATION
MODE
In [3] it is shown that on the basis of least action principle (LAP) system of optimal control of
ESP operation modes can be built. In active-adaptive control system (AACS) of EPS normal mode,
built in accordance with SMART Grid principles,
where the model of its economic mode is used as
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a reference model and sources of electric energy
are presented by the characteristics of economic
resistances, optimal control in EPS is realized in
such a way that current modes are directed and
approach the ideal mode.
The problem is formulated as the problem
of optimal control with limitations and fixed
initial time t0 and fixed final time tf, where optimality criterion is minimum losses of electric
energy [4]:
(1)

under condition, that P ∈ DP, Q ∈ DQ, U ∈ DU,
u ∈ D u,
where: F, Fe – functional of active power loses
in current and economic (ideal from the
point of electric energy losses) modes
correspondingly; P, Q and Pе, Qе – active and reactive powers of current and
economic modes correspondingly; U and
Uе – voltages of EPS nodes in current and
economic modes; u and ue – EPS control
parametrs, their change from u into ue
maximally approaches EPS mode to economic mode; DР, DQ, DU, Du – admissible areas of mode P, Q, U parameters
and control parameters u correspondingly
.
Figure 1 illustrates the problem (1). Approximation (optimization) of the current path
of EPS mode with power losses Fp to economic
path Fe is realized at the expense of natural least
action principle (LAP) [5] and the functioning
of adaptive automatic control system (AACS) of
power flows in EPS. It should be noted that in
EPS as artificial engineering system, due to heterogeneity of its electric networks, the impact of
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Fig. 1. Results of optimal control of EPS mode
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LAP is not sufficient for the coincidence of paths
Fp and Fe. In real ЕРS, as a rule, due to mode parameters’ limitation the coincidence of paths Fp
and Fe cannot be achieved even by forced action
of AACS. In the best case, EPS operation mode
will move along the optimal path with losses Fо.
Electric power losses Wр remain uncompensated. These losses may be reduced by means of
reconstruction of EPS electric networks to make
them heterogeneous.
To approach (optimize) losses of electric
energy to idealy possible, it is necessary to perform in the system optimizing actions by constantly regulating facilities in the process of operation. It is possible to compensate additional
losses in EPS by means of voltage regulation in
EPS nodes and introduction of balancing e.m.f.
in the loops. In this problem control variables
are e.m.f. that must be introduced in all closed
loops for realization of optimal current distribution. According to economic resistances of
electric power plants and sources of reactive
power (SRP), their optimal loads are determined. Unlike the existing systems of optimal
control, where characteristics of relative increments and simplified model of EPS are used,
in AACS sources of electric energy, including
renewable ones, are modelled by the characteristics of economic resistances and EPS – by its
equivalent R-circuit. As information support
data base of on-line information complex of
EPS is used. It should be noted that in AACS,
constructed in such a manner, complex optimization of EPS modes by active and reactive
powers is realized [11].

CALCULATION MODEL OF EPS MODES
OPTIMAL CONTROL
In [3] it is shown that the problem of EPS
normal modes optimization may be reduced to
calculation of economic current distribution (by
equivalent R-circuit) with further introduction of
the mode in admissible area. Elements of EPS,
including sources of active and reactive power,
are presented by active (economic) resistances Rei
(see Fig. 2). For overhead transmission lines and
transformers they are active components of their
resistances and for the sources of energy they are
determined in accordance with the problem of optimization (optimization of EPS by active, reactive power or complex optimization).
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Economic resistances of power sources Rej are
calculated in accordance with the selected optimization problem, they are further specified, taking
into account the obtained loads of power plants
and calculated voltages in the nodes:
B j ( Pj ) U i2 Fprice j
Bi ( Pi ) U i2 Fpricei
⋅
=
R
⋅
Wcost , ei
Wcost
Pi2
Qi2

=
Rei

=
Rei

Bi ( Pi ) U i2 Fpricei
⋅
( Pi2 + Qi2 ) Wcost

,
(2)

where: Bi (Pi) – consumption characteristic of the
ith station; Pi – power of the ith station;
Ui – voltage at the buses of the ith station;
Fpricei – price of the ton of equivalent
fuel at the ith station; Wcost – cost of 1
kW/h of electric energy losses.
According to the first formula Rei is calculated, when EPS mode is optimized by active power,
i.e., the most profitable loads of power plants are
determined. According to the second formula, Rei
is calculated, when EPS mode is optimized by reactive power at fixed active powers of electric stations. According to the last formula Rei is calculated, when complex optimization of EPS mode
is realized. If the source of power is not a part of
energy system as the entity, then instead of consumption characteristics Bi (Pi) the power that is
sold, is substituted and instead of Fpricej – price
of kW/h Wpricej.
Calculation model of EPS is formed and economic current distribution, which corresponds to
ideal state of EPS, is determined. As in this case
the second Kirchhoff’s law, it is not realized in
inhomogeneous networks of energy system, then
contour e.m.f. of nonbalance Ėnb are determined.
Further, depending on the problem, two variants
are possible. If steady-state mode is calculated,
then the system of loop equations is formed and
Qq
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Fig. 2. Equivalent R-circuit of EPS

loop currents are calculated, superposition of
these currents on economic current distribution
leads to realization of Kirchhoff’s laws. In other
variant, e.m.f. of nonbalance Ėnb are calculated in
transformation ratios, their introduction into EPS
loops along with the change of loading of reactive power sources lead to mode balancing. This
optimal mode is very close, regarding the selected
optimality criterion, to ideal mode.
As transformation ratios and loading of sources of reactive power (SRP) are discrete values,
then violations of limitations on voltage values in
certain nodes are possible. In these cases power
in generating nodes is determined and fixed that
loads to realization of limitations. Power losses in
ESP grow in this case.

AUTOMATION OF OPTIMAL CONTROL OF
EPS MODE USING LAP
Having located the sources of electric energy by calculated resistances, we may replace
the determination of total expenses minimum
for generation by calculation of EPS economic
mode by equivalent circuit, composed only of active resistances of EPS elements and economic
resistances Rei. Optimization process of electric
energy sources loading can be automated in the
computational environment, for instance TRACE
MODE [6, 12, 13].
Adaptive control system with reference
modes is well adapted for practical realization of
EPS current mode approach to economic mode.
The system is tested regarding EPS normal
modes control, where simulation model is used as
a reference model. Fig. 3 shows the adaptive system of EPS normal modes optimal control, where
EPS economic mode model is used as a reference
model. By means of this control system, the problem of current mode approaching to economic
one, taking into account limitations is realized.
Object of control – EPS mode and regulators
create the main loop of automatic control system
(ACS). Disturbances in the form of load change
s and parametric disturbance – EPS parameters
deviations from their nominal value q constantly
influence EPS mode. The value of determining
parameters y’, their composition is determined
by the results of sensitivity analysis of optimality
criterion F to control parameters u, are sent to the
input of regulators, by means of which, according to control laws EPS mode is maintained in
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the admissible optimality area. With the help of
regulators direct control impacts g can be realized,
if necessary, by operating staff. Adaptation loop
(blocks 2-5) controls regulators coefficients. Adaptation process depends, as a rule, on the vectors
of external impacts g, s and on parametric disturbances q, caused by the change of meteorological
conditions. Information, necessary for determination of current F and economic Fe values of optimality criterion is sent from the database of operation information complex (OIC) into block 3.
Block 2 is a reference model with state vector
xe, that is determined as a result of EPS steadystate mode calculation by its equivalent R-circuit.
The conditions are verified in block 4:

∆F= F − Fe ≤ ξF
where: ξF – admissible deviation of optimality
criterion current values from its economic
value.
If the latter condition is satisfied, it means that
EPS mode is in optimality area and any control
actions are required. In other case, at the input of
unit 5 ΔF is sent and changes in control laws r,
that realize change of electric energy sources generation and power from EPS and reduce ΔF to ξF
are determined.

CONCLUSIONS
The suggested approach to creation of active-adaptive control system of EPS mode, using its ideal (economic) modes enables to make
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Fig. 3. Adaptive system of control with the model of
EPS economic mode
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optimal control process more rational. It is built
in such a manner that EPS mode, using control
facilities, is introduced in optimality area, i.e., it
approaches to economic mode as close as mode
parameters limitations (voltage of the nodes,
flows of power in branches, etc.) allow. The advantage of the given approach is that the system
of optimal control, built in such a way, does not
require the determination of numerical value
of optimality criterion and corresponding parameters of EPS mode. The direction, in which
changes of EPS current mode are realized for its
improvement are determined by natural action
according to least action principle. The task of
automatic control system is reduced to maintaining of this motion, changing the parameters of
regulating devices and controlling limitations on
parameters of EPS mode.
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